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Summary

Teachers are among the professions reporting the highest level of work-related stress. This has a great impact on teachers’ professional performance, job satisfaction, quality of their work and educational process. High level of stress adversely affects teacher’s motivation, social well-being and even physical and mental health.

The causes of teacher stress are related to activity requirements, work organization, working conditions, relationships, etc. Heavy workload, negative attitude towards teacher work in society, education reforms, role conflicts, lack of time, disrespectful behavior of learners, poor working conditions, high demands, hard-to-achieve outcomes - all these factors cause teachers’ stress in their professional activity.

In order to investigate the problem of teachers’ stress, it is important to identify not only the attitudes of teachers to the stress factors in teachers’ professional activity but also those of school leaders. It is interesting to identify what, in school leaders views, are the main causes of teachers’ stress and what stress management measures at the organization level would be the most effective for teachers to cope with their stress.

62 school leaders from Portugal, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Turkey, Slovenia and Lithuania participated in an international research on the causes of teachers’ occupational stress and possible ways of managing it. The results of the study revealed that changing demands for teacher competencies, filling in documentation, low salary, noisy environments, unclear roles, lack of time to fulfill all the tasks, disrespectful learners’ behavior, and tensions with colleagues and parents are the major stressors in the teaching profession. School leaders believe that the most appropriate ways to manage teacher stress include training on stress management techniques and conflict resolution. The study was conducted in the framework of the international project “Preventing Stress in the Teaching Profession-Stress Free Teachers”, No. 2016-3715 / 001-001.

Introduction

The concept of stress in pedagogical practice. Teachers in the context of long-term educational reform (information technology innovations, reorganization of educational institutions, demographic situation, unclear motivation and reward system, peculiarities of state examinations, etc.) are undergoing constant changes in their professional practice causing professional stress. Occupational stress can be defined as the expression of emotional, cognitive, behavioral and physiological responses to unpleasant and harmful work content, work organization and work environment factors. It is a state in which a person experiences strong excitement, extreme frustration, and a feeling of being over-demanded or unduly demanded. It is a harmful physical and (or) emotional response resulting from a mismatch between work or professional requirements and the employee’s capabilities. The research results show correlation between stress and changes in physical health [4, 5, 10, 12]. Chen et al. (2009), Poon (2010), Prilleltensky (2016) and others identify the links between stress-related consequences and a person’s mental health and highlight the tendency that increasing physical and psychological load leads to deterioration of psychological and social well-being [8, 2, 12, 13]. Stress management is defined as the efforts to reduce the effects of internal and external factors that are difficult to deal with.

Stress management strategies may be of two types. The first one are targeted at the source of the stress, i.e. solutions to the problem are sought to overcome stress. The problem is solved by directly changing the stressor, i.e. fighting, eliminating a threat, or running away from a threat. If stressors
are unmanageable, i.e. the behavior of the individual can not have any influence, then a strategy for stabilizing the emotional state is more appropriate. In the case of applying this strategy, the solution to the problem is found by changing the state of mind, focusing on techniques to stabilize the emotional state, and positive thinking. A problem-solving strategy is only effective when stressors can be managed, i.e. the person is capable of changing the stressful situation [1,3,6].

According to Kompier, Cooper, and Geurts (2000), the practice of managing work-related stress in Europe is disappointing, as such stress management measures are mostly responsive and individual-oriented [7]. Workplace stress management is thus a shared responsibility of employers and employees. In order to stop and prevent stress at work, employers and employees should distinguish:

- which stressors are related to professional activities and which are not;
- what workplace requirements are appropriate and which are not;
- which stressors are unavoidable or beyond the control of employers and employees and which can be avoided;
- what is a real stressor to a person and what is just a risk factor;
- What are the healthy and unhealthy characteristics of working life.

There is a widespread debate about the definition of work-related stress and measures to manage work-related stress. It is not entirely clear what should be considered as organizational stress management tools. Matteson and Ivančevich (1989) claim that these include management efforts aimed at reducing stressors and targeted at reducing any negative effects of stress [9]. The definition covers both measures to remove stressors from the work environment and those designed to match the needs, objectives, knowledge and skills of the employees to the tasks and professional environment.

The essence of individual stress management measures is related to individual changes, that is, what the employee can change in himself to overcome or avoid stress. Meanwhile, the core of organizational stress management measures lies in organizational change. Pikunas and Palujanskiene (2005) advise managers of organizations to: review work tasks, their complexity and intensity; reassess the work environment; spare no rewards; make teams of matching people; compose flexible work schedules; encourage collaboration; discuss with the employee his / her career development; analyze working relationships [11]. The survey of the scientific literature and practice of educators' professional activity shows that educational institutions focus mostly on individual stress management measures.

### Survey instrument

For the survey the questionnaire was developed composing of questions related to two main aspects:

1. Causes of teacher stress - in order to find out school leaders’ views on the most stressful factors in teacher professional activity.
2. Organizational stress management measures - aiming at finding out what support could be offered and promoted at organization level to help teachers to reduce their stress.

#### Table 1. Areas of stressors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of stressors</th>
<th>Description of stressors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work content</strong></td>
<td>Teacher attestation, certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(requirements for teacher competencies, functions, tasks, responsibilities)</td>
<td>Changing requirements for the role and competencies of the teacher (ex. integration of IT into the teaching process, individualization of education, inclusive education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work organization</strong></td>
<td>Authoritarian behavior of management/administration staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(workload, time management, control)</td>
<td>Problematic relationships with management/administration staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships</strong></td>
<td>Authoritarian behavior of management/administration staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(encouragement, conflicts, support, autonomy)</td>
<td>Problematic relationships with pupils’ parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disputes with pupils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other (external) stressors</strong></td>
<td>Bad social status of teacher in the society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(education policy, professional status, demographic situation, personal situation)</td>
<td>Reforms of education system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Declining demographic indicators. The lack of school-age children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal characteristics (lack of self-confidence, sensitivity, intolerance to criticism, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The isolation of the teaching profession</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other stressors: Typically related to the working environment, such as workload, time management, and job demands.
Stressors listed in the questionnaire relate to five main areas: work content, work conditions, work organization, relationships, and other stressors (external) (Table 1).

The article is aimed at identifying the main causes of stress in teachers’ professional activity from the school leaders’ point of view. For this a quantitative international research was performed in which 62 school leaders from Portugal, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Lithuania, and Turkey participated. The survey was anonymous, ensuring the confidentiality of the participants.

Research results

Stressors in teacher’s work. School leaders from different countries who participated in the study presented their views on the impact of the school environment on teachers’ well-being. Survey data shows that 79% of the Lithuanian schools managers who took part in the survey regard school environment as stressful for teachers. About half of respondents from Bosnia and Herzegovina (58%) and Slovenia (50%) also think that teachers are stressed at school. Portuguese and Turkish schools are the least stressful according to school managers of these countries (see Figure 1).

From the point of view of school leaders, filling in documents and reports, changing requirements for the role and competences of teachers, and meeting the curriculum goals are the most stressful factors in teacher work-content area (see Figure 2).

When evaluating the working conditions of the teachers, the survey participants emphasized that low salaries, noisy environment and constant changes in work are the most stressful factors for teachers (Figure 3).

Analysis of work organization aspects revealed that stress at school is caused by the uncertainty of job roles, lack of time to complete all the tasks in high quality, and continuous overtime work (Figure 4).

Most studies reveal that interpersonal relationships cause stress. Respondents of the research emphasize that teachers are usually stressed by disrespectful, obtrusive learners’ behavior, non-constructive feedback, peer-to-peer relationships, and relationships with learners’ parents. The survey participants do not point out that authoritarian management and relations with administration and management staff can be a factor that can stress the professional performance of a teacher (Figure 5).

The survey participants also highlight that teachers are stressed by education system reforms, low teacher status in the society, isolation of the teaching profession (Figure 6).

Stress management measures. The survey was aimed to clarify the attitudes of school managers on what measures could be most appropriate to help teachers cope with professional stress. 77% of respondents think that training on stress coping techniques and 66% of school managers state that training on conflict resolution techniques would be most helpful for teachers. Half of the respondents think that support

---

Figure 1. Teacher’s work-related stress level

Figure 2. Stressors of teacher’s work content area

Figure 3. Stressors of teacher’s work conditions area
of management and administration staff as well as regular reflection groups at school would be important for ensuring positive school’s microclimate. However, it is important to note that study results reveal more emphasis on developing personal stress management skills than on organizational aspects (supervision of a school as an organization).

It can be assumed that school managers do not identify the systemic organizational dimension and their role as leaders in ensuring teachers’ stress management processes (Figure 7).

Reviewing the views of research participants’ on how to cope with teacher stress, Lithuanian and Turkish respondents highlight the importance of administration and management staff in improving school microclimates as well as supervision as effective measures of managing stress. Portuguese respondents pay particular attention to the regular organization of professional activity reflection groups, while respondents from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Portugal and Lithuania find it effective to learn ways to resolve conflicts. Interestingly, respondents from all countries except Turkey find it effective to train teachers in coping with stress. The survey data reveal that a small minority of respondents (only Lithuanian respondents) focused on the managers’ role in reducing the stress experienced by teachers in their professional activities. Respondents from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia and Portugal do not give importance to the role of the administration in improving the microclimate of the school.

Conclusions

1. Survey results revealed that school managers find teachers’ work as stressful, however, they do not rate the school environment as a highly stressful environment for the teacher. The main stressful factors for teachers, in school managers’ opinion, include changing
requirements for teacher competencies, filing in documentation, low salary, noisy environment, unclear roles and tasks, disrespectful behavior of learners, and tensions with colleagues and parents.

2. From the perspective of the survey participants, the most appropriate ways to deal with teachers’ stress are training on stress management techniques and conflict resolution. Respondents do not give much importance to the organizational aspects of stress management in the teaching profession. Management staff efforts to improve the microclimate of the school and organization of supervision of the school as an organization are treated to be the least significant measures to reduce teachers’ professional stress.
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Figure 8. Teachers’ stress management measures by countries
reikalavimai, sunkiai pasiekiami rezultatai – visi šie faktoriai didina stresą mokytojo profesinėje veikloje.

Streso problematikai mokytojų profesinėje veikloje tyrinėti aktualu identifikuoti ne tik mokytojų, bet ir mokyklų vadovų požiūrį į stresą keliačius veiksnius. Ši situacija nustatyti, kaip mokytojai mokyklų vadovų nuomone, pagrindinės mokytojo streso priežastys bei kokie organizacijos lygmeniu būtų efektyviausi streso, patiriamo mokytojų profesinėje veikloje, išvados būtų jaukiems rezultatai

Atliekant tarptautiniam tyrinėjam, mokytojų profesinėje veikloje tyrinėti, bendrai mokymo ir kompetencijos, dokumentacijos pildymas, žemas atlygis, triukšminga aplinka, vaidmenų neaiškumas, laiko stoka atliekant užduotis, nepagarbus mokinių elgesys, įtampa bendraujant su kolegomis ir tėvais yra pagrindiniai mokytojo profesinės veiklos stresoriai. Mokyklų vadovų nuomone, tinkamiausi būdai valdyti mokytojų stresą yra mokymai apie streso įveikos technikas bei konfliktų sprendimą.
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